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Description 
*日本語クラスはこちらをご覧ください。 Forgeを活用した自動設計システムが変革するパブリックトイレ設計 (AS500406) 
In this class, you can learn how to take full advantage of Forge APIs in an automated layout 

generator of public restrooms in the cloud. We developed A-SPEC, a computational design tool 
on the web that aims to serve as a partner for architectural designers. The concept is "Let’s think 
about the restroom together.” 

 
A-SPEC;    a-spec.lixil.com 
“Automatic Space Planning Engine Component” 
 
With A-SPEC, anyone can easily plan 

fulfilling and comfortable restrooms anytime 
and anywhere. 
 
For a space you specified, the cloud-based 

A-SPEC program runs multiple simulations 
and makes better restroom-layout plan 
proposals from tens of thousands of ideas. 
The design know-hows accumulated from 
past projects are utilized across the program 
to evaluate both the automatic calculations 
and the layout of the automatic design results 

derived from those calculations. The design results are converted into a 3D model using Forge 
Viewer, allowing veracity assessment by human eyes. In future development, those results can 
be linked to Revit software and AutoCAD software via the Design Automation API. 

Learning Objectives 
• Learn how to plan a configuration of an automated design system that utilizes your 

company's expertise 
• Learn how to incorporate the Forge platform and other Autodesk products into the 

workflow of design system 
• Learn how to apply generative design for creating and evaluating automated layout 
• Learn an easy way to obtain 3D layout ideas as well as 2D CAD data for quipment 

 

*Moderator 

https://a-spec.lixil.com/
https://a-spec.lixil.com/
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 Forge supports and extends A-SPEC's design study loop.  
 

Out future developments include connecting those results data to other software programs such 
as AutoCAD or Revit via the Design Automation API. This tool will enable us to achieve the 
generalization and the uniformity of design accuracy without relying on the designer's know-how 
as well as to achieve reduce work hours. 
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Supporting fulfilling and comfortable public restroom space planning 
LIXIL was born in 2011 through the merger of five of Japan's most successful building materials 

and housing companies. Our purpose is to “Make better homes a reality for everyone, 
everywhere.” We manufacture our toilets using an integrated process that draws on the Japanese 
spirit of craftsmanship. By paying attention to every part of the manufacturing process, we ensure 
we can deliver high-quality products worldwide.  

Related Links 
LIXIL | Global site  >  https://www.lixil.com 
INAX | LIXIL WATER TECHNOLOGY  >  https://www.inax.com 
The Future of Public Restrooms *only in Japanese  >   https://www.biz-lixil.com/column/public_toilet 
 
 
The complex design actions and the challenge towards digitization 
Japan's multifunctional restroom has numerous design considerations for users. At LIXIL, we 

study different restroom users and different needs in society while paying respectful attention to 
users' physical capabilities. We also look at usage surveys and verify operating ranges. All of 
these are to produce better engineering designs. Designing such a complex space requires 
extensive knowledge, experience, and know-how, which has ultimately caused a "people-
dependent operation." 
COVID-19 has accelerated digitization, prompting dramatic changes in our business style. LIXIL 

is accelerating its efforts to bring new value to stakeholders through a combination of our multiple 
unique digital technologies. This project, as part of digitization initiatives, was launched, aiming to 
"eliminate the people-dependent operation of restroom space design." 
 
 
A-SPEC's system feature utilizing the generation and evaluation loop 
A-SPEC can revolutionize the work of public restroom design by assisting designers with 

automatically produced multiple layouts that best suit the specifications. It considers empirical 
findings, knowledge, and know-how accumulated by our predecessors and helps designers by 
combining those assets with computational design to systematically produce design outputs. With 
A-SPEC, anyone can easily plan fulfilling and comfortable restrooms anytime and anywhere on 
its cloud service. 
 

Service Flow of automated layout generator of public restrooms.  
 

https://www.lixil.com/
https://www.inax.com/
https://www.biz-lixil.com/column/public_toilet
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The most important features of A-SPEC are the "Generation system" and "Evaluation system." 
Through the iterative process of generation and evaluation, the user can develop the restroom 
space "together" with A-SPEC. Design phase study is the only way to guarantee the quality of 
the shape. A-SPEC significantly streamlines the flow of layout study by creating a loop that 
allows smooth repetition of trial and error while discarding and selecting the automatically 
designed results in the context of diverse conditions. 
 

Related Links 
A-SPEC | An Automated Layout Generator of Public Restrooms on Cloud  >   https://a-spec.lixil.com 
Feb. 2021 Architectural Institute of Japan, Architectural Discussion  *Japanese only 
>   https://medium.com/kenchikutouron/論考-つくるしくみ-えらぶしくみ-から-かんがえるしくみ-へ-3252a7263d6f 
 
 
 
Breakdown study of design actions and platform selection 
Most of the current automated design tools have monolithic architectures, which raise the level 

of difficulty in application and maintenance. In addition, functions are often embedded in a single 
BIM software with add-ins, etc., reducing the possibilities of broader application of tools. A-SPEC 
has developed and applied an original algorithm for the layout calculation function, which is the 
core of the system. And it plans to expand various functions in the future. 

 
A-SPEC is based on microservice architecture. 

 
Therefore, in our development of A-SEPC, we discarded the idea that BIM should solve 

everything. We have decided to develop functions that maximize the effect for each subdivided 
theme of the design process and adopted an architecture based on microservices so that we 
can flexibly respond to the development of functions in the future. 
 

Related Links 
Machine Learning/ Artificial Intelligence/ Deep Learning/ Data Science 
>   https://www.includehelp.com/ml-ai/machine-learning-artificial-intelligence-deep-learning-data-science.aspx 
Micro Service; Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
>   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microservices 

https://a-spec.lixil.com/
https://medium.com/kenchikutouron/%E8%AB%96%E8%80%83-%E3%81%A4%E3%81%8F%E3%82%8B%E3%81%97%E3%81%8F%E3%81%BF-%E3%81%88%E3%82%89%E3%81%B6%E3%81%97%E3%81%8F%E3%81%BF-%E3%81%8B%E3%82%89-%E3%81%8B%E3%82%93%E3%81%8C%E3%81%88%E3%82%8B%E3%81%97%E3%81%8F%E3%81%BF-%E3%81%B8-3252a7263d6f
https://www.includehelp.com/ml-ai/machine-learning-artificial-intelligence-deep-learning-data-science.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microservices
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Forge, the largest platform supporting A-SPEC's technology 
What is important in the implementation of A-SPEC, an automated design service on the web, 

is to "model and display” public restrooms “in real-time” using “3D models of multiple fixtures” 
“in a short time”. 
 

Task 1; Extract information from multiple files in various formats 
The information must be extracted from files in various formats such as DWG, OBJ, and STL 

and converted into data suitable for display to achieve real-time simulation. 
 

Solution 1 
With A-Spec, all 3D model files are sent to Autodesk Forge buckets in advance and 

converted to a very light format called SVF files. 

 
Data flow between A-SPEC and Autodesk Forge. 

 

Task 2; Collect, model, and display individual 3D models in a short time 
We needed to solve the task of assembling the geometric information into a 3D spatial model in 

a short time to match the results of the calculation.  
 

Solution 2 
We could solve this task with full use of Autodesk Forge's ability to place data from 

multiple files into a single viewer. This feature is important in a system like A-SPEC that 
creates public toilet spaces by combining multiple products because multiple different 
spaces are calculated each time it’s executed. Forge Viewer solves the issue. If 
appropriate coordinates are specified, different SVF geometric information can be 
combined on a viewer to create a 3D model. The SVF files converted based on the 
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geometric information are combined using the Forge Viewer API to generate a 3D model 
in real-time. 

 
 Forge Viewer also allows you to place 3D data from multiple files in one viewer. 

 
This class focuses mainly on browser viewing in the presentation, but we are also developing 
2D drawing generation and BIM data generation functions using a design automation API. 
 

Related Link 
Forge Viewer / Design Automation API： Autodesk Forge   >   https://forge.autodesk.com 
 
 
Future restroom design envisioned with A-SPEC 
A-SPEC enables an automatic design of user-friendly public restroom spaces. We hope the 

method of the real problem-solving approach will change the scene of daily design that was 
once constrained by people and places. A-SPEC and LIXIL’s challenge will continue to evolve 
with your feedback and voices to achieve further performance enhancement while solving 
social and design issues. To achieve our purpose to make better homes a reality for everyone, 
everywhere, we will continue to promote the idea and simple method of creating fulfilling and 
comfortable public restrooms. 

https://forge.autodesk.com/
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Restroom designing becomes more open, enabling everyone to conduct easy and free ideation. 
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